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draft day sports: pro basketball 2020 has been built from the ground up on the new alchemium
unlimited platform providing the best user experience in any sports simulation game out there.

ddspb20 gives you the chance for the ultimate in basketball armchair general managing. take over
your favorite team and draft, trade, sign free agents and make strategic decisions to set them on a
course to be the next great dynasty in this career based simulation. enjoy the immersive, simulated
gameplay and rich almanac storing an archive worth of stats and records while you make the day to

day decisions to guide your franchise to the top of the basketball world. the new myleague
experience makes draft day even more memorable and exciting for fantasy basketball players.
create a custom league and draft, and share it with your friends to have a competition. the new

myleague experience is a fully customizable fantasy basketball experience that is packed with useful
tools like trade and auction lists, a draft simulator, stats page, league information and much more. a

new player development system has been implemented that is fully customizable allowing you to
draft players that match your needs and attributes. this comes with a revamped player career

development, with a revamped draft, a more realistic strategy system and a more player
development based progression system. draft day sports: pro basketball 2020, the most advanced

basketball simulation game to hit the market, has arrived and all the changes from the previous title
are live in this new edition. the most expansive roster of any basketball game, 50+ teams and 750+

players, detailed rosters with real player stats and attributes, the new myleague experience, a
dynamic player development system, and even a breathable breathing system are just a few of the
amazing new features that youll experience in this update. take over your favorite team and draft,
trade, sign free agents and make strategic decisions to set them on a course to be the next great

dynasty in this career based simulation. enjoy the immersive, simulated gameplay and rich almanac
storing an archive worth of stats and records while you make the day to day decisions to guide your

franchise to the top of the basketball world. check out the insanely detailed draft youll feel as if
youre right in the middle of the real thing.
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There’s never been a
more exciting time to be

a basketball fan than
now! Draft Day Sports:

Pro Basketball is here to
give you the ultimate

basketball gaming
experience that will have
you engaged from start
to finish. It features the
unprecedented abilities
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to live in the moment
like never before, control

all the pitch-perfect
motion graphics, and
care for every player,

situation, and statistic at
your fingertips. Best of

all, Draft Day Sports: Pro
Basketball also has the

world’s first in-court
playcall editor and

official authentic NBA
Player Voice. Enjoy
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unparalleled realism and
experience all the
emotion of a pro

basketball game in the
palm of your hand with
Draft Day Sports: Pro
Basketball! The NBA

draft is today and you’re
ready to build a

championship contender.
Are you ready to draft

your squad in the regular
season? Take the reigns
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in the Association and
lead your team from the
draft floor to the court to

the news cycle in this
immersive and action-

packed basketball
experience. Build from
the ground up as a GM
and lead your team to

titles in this exciting new
basketball sim. The NBA
Draft is here so get your
wings! NBA 2K18 is the
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best basketball
experience in consoles.
NBA 2K18 implements

the NBA 2K Match
Engine, with more than

3,500 official NBA
players, new MyCAREER
Campaign, over 900 new

animations, and over
140 new visual cues. The

game also brings the
intuitive new Pro-Am
mode, which allows
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players to play with
others online and join

NBA pros for your
MyPLAYER created

rosters. Players can also
create and manage

alternate players and
create their own

MyPLAYER using the new
MyPLAYER Editor.

Additional improvements
include rebounding,

passing, and 360-degree
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